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Abstract: To investigate the rules regulating changes in mean chest temperature (MCT), mean rectal temperature (MRT) and
mean body weight (MW)in rats at simulated microgravity and different ambient temperatures (ATs). The −30º rat tail suspension
(TS) method was used to simulate microgravity over a 7 day period at 18°C, 20°C, 23°C and 26°C AT through comparison
between the TS group and control group. Each group contained six male SD rats (including one verification rat). MCT and MRT
of TS group rats increased at all four levels of AT. MCT and MRT reached maximum growth rates of 0.315 and 0.118 at ATs of
20°C and 23°C, respectively. MW was reduced at ATs of 20°C and 23°C, whereas it increased at 18°C and 26°C AT in the TS
group. The rates of changes of MCT, MRT and MW at different ATs were analyzed using linear regression analysis for both the
control (Equation 1) and TS (Equation 2) groups. Using A new equation (Equation 3) without the influence of other factors was
derived after Equation 1 minus Equation 2 to derive. The result shows that the coefficients of Equation 3 are different under the
four ATs. TS and AT have coupling effects on the MCT, MRT and MW of rats.

Keywords: Tail Suspended Rats, Mean Chest Temperature, Mean Rectal Temperature, Mean Body Weight,
Ambient Temperature

1. Introduction
Relatively few studies on human thermal comfort under
microgravity values exist. However, it has been shown that
weightlessness can change the physiology of the human body
[1-6]. The distribution of body fluid in the head [7-9]causes
body temperature to decrease in the lower body and increase
in upper body, resulting in muscle atrophy because of a
decrease in heat dissipation [10-12], the deterioration of
cardiovascular function [13-20] and the weakening of
metabolism. Recent research [26] has also found that the core
temperature of the human body can rise by 1°C after long
periods in space. These effects are likely to result in changes in

thermal comfort requirements of the human body.
The research on thermal comfort of human body on the
earth is generally based on the principle of statistics and
realized by large sample human experiments [28-31].
However, in microgravity environment, due to technical,
equipment and economic reasons, it is impossible to use large
samples of human experiments right now. At the same time, in
order to avoid the harm of the experiment to human body, after
many comparisons and experts' demonstrations, it is decided
to use the animal experiment of simulated microgravity on the
ground to study the relationship between ambient temperature
and related physiological indexes of animal thermal comfort.
In the present paper, the rat TS method was used to simulate
the microgravity environment. By comparison with the
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control group, the changes of physiological parameters related
to thermal comfort in rats under four levels of AT were studied
and analyzed. The study results will provide clues for the
study of the relationship between environmental temperature
and physiological indexes related to human thermal comfort
under microgravity and the study of reflecting human thermal
comfort through physiological indexes under microgravity.

2. Subjects and Methods
2.1. Subjects
Healthy male SPF class SD rats were chosen which supplied
by the Animal Experimental Center of The Second Affiliated
Hospital within the Army Medical University. Each rat weighed
250 g ± 50 g.
2.2. Feeding Environment

cage designed by the research group. The experimental
environment was maintained at 60% ± 10%relative humidity,
normal indoor atmospheric pressure and air temperature set
according to the experiment requirements. A 12 h:12 h light:
dark cycle was maintained using fluorescent lamps.
2.3. Methods
2.3.1. Weightlessness Model
The TS method [21], [22] was used, with the heads of rats
maintained at approximately 30 ° below the horizontal and the
hind legs dangling. Each control rat was kept and fed in a
single cage in which it could move freely. All rats were
allowed free access to food and water.
After 3 days of concentrated adaptive feeding, excluding
the lightest, heaviest rats and abnormal rats, all rats were
divided into a TS group and a control group, in which each
group contained five rats.

The TS rats were fed individually by placing each rat in a
Table 1. Experimental grouping.
Ambient
Temperature
Rats Number

18°C
TS Group
5

Control Group
5

20°C
TS Group
5

Control Group
5

23°C
TS Group
5

Control Group
5

26°C
TS Group
5

Control Group
5

Note: relative humidity 60%±10%, wind speed 0.02 ± 0.01m/s, indoor standard atmospheric pressure, daily fluorescent lamp, lighting 12h.

2.3.2. Experimental Arrangement
The experimental ambient temperature was varied between
18°C, 20°C, 23°C and 26°C (Table1).
2.3.3. Test Method
Measurements of rat weight, chest temperature and rectal
temperature were taken by the same experiment team at 8:00–
11:00am daily to reduce the influence of the circadian rhythm.
The experimental data were processed using the SPSS18.0
software and bad data were eliminated.
All above experimental methods were confirmed and
approved by the hospital Ethics Committee.
2.3.4. Instruments
All instruments used are listed below.

Environmental parameter test: KANOMAX (A533);
Weight test: CAMRY (EK4150);
Chest temperature test: Shanghai Huachen mercury
thermometer (WBG-0-2);
Rectal temperature test: Microlife (MT16C2).

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Mean Chest Temperature (MCT)
Experimental results of chest temperature were averaged
and the data were used to draw fitting curves (Figure 1).
Figure 1 shows the data of the validation group at four ambient
temperatures (ATs).

Figure 1. Mean chest temperature (MCT) curve of rats.

The lines shown in Figure 1 are linear fitting curves of MCT

under different ATs. The left-hand side graph in Figure 1
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shows the MCT for the control group under four different ATs
over the first 7 days. The following characteristics are evident:
1. At an AT of 26°C, MCT shows a slight increasing trend over
time which can be considered constant; 2. The MCTs of the
other three rats show general downward trends with some
fluctuations; 3. On any particular day, the MCT at a higher AT
is higher than the MCT at a lower AT.
The right-hand side graph of Figure 1 shows the MCT
curves of the TS group under four different ATs over the first 7
days. The following characteristics are evident: 1. All four
curves show a rising trend; however, the rates of increase
differ among the different ATs; 2. Under any AT, the MCT is
higher than that of the control group on the 7thday; 3. On any
particular day, the MCT at a higher AT is higher than the MCT
at a lower AT. The rising trend of MCT within the TS group is
possibly because the distribution of body fluid in the head
[23-25], which would be a conclusion that is consistent with
previous literature results.
The low values of chest temperature were due to somedata
being rejected due to an experimental error.
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3.2. Mean Rectal Temperature (MRT)
Experimental results of rectal temperature were averaged
and used to draw fitting curves (Figure 2). The lines shown in
Figure 2 represent linear fitting curves of MRT under four
different values of AT.
The left-hand side graph shown in Figure 2 shows the MRT
for the control group under four different ATs over the first 7
days. The following characteristics are evident: 1. Although
the MRT curve at 26°C AT shows fluctuations, constant trends
of slight decrease are evident at 23°C and 20°C; 2. The MRT
curve of rats at 18°C AT shows a slight increasing trend; 3.
The amplitude of the MRT curve is less than 0.7°C, which is
smaller than that of rats in the control group.
The right-hand side graph of Figure 2 shows the MRT
curves of the TS group under four different ATs over the first 7
days. The following characteristics are evident: 1. All four
show rising trends, with the rate of change larger for an AT of
26°C AT; 2. The MRT values are higher than those of the
control group on the7th day under the four ATs.

Figure 2. Mean rectal temperature (MRT) curves of rats.

3.3. Mean Body Weight (MW)
The MW curves are shown in Figure 3. The lines in Figure 3
represent linear fitting curves of the MW of rats under
different AT.
The left-hand side of Figure 3 represents the control group
and has the following characteristics: 1. All four curves show
a rising trend; 2. The rates of increase of all curves are nearly

the same, with the biggest rate evident at20°C AT.
The right-hand side of Figure 3 represents the TS group,
and has the following characteristics:1. The MW curves under
ATs of 20°C and 23°C show rising trends, whereas the others
show decreasing trends; 3. On the second day, all MW values
under all ATs were less than those over the first day.

Figure 3. The mean weight (MW) curve of rats.
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3.4. Discussion
The two characteristics of MCT in the control group, as
evident in the left-hand side graph of Figure 1, infers that the
thermal balance of MCT of rats at around 26°C AT is around
37°C, with lower MCT at lower ATs of 23°C, 20°C and 18°C
according to the downward trend of MCT curves. These
results infer that as the AT decreases, the body temperatures
(MCTs) of control group rats are reduced, mainly through
physiological regulation to maintain homeostasis and reduce
body surface heat dissipation. Although rats were tail
suspended to obtain data for the MCT curves shown in Figure
1 (right-hand graph), it can be inferred that the tail suspension
broke down the thermal balance as compared with the control
group. The increase in chest heat was greater than heat loss;
therefore, the chest temperatures of rats increased, and was
also higher than that in the control group on the7th day.
MRT appears to be less affected by AT when comparing
MCT of the control group and TS group. However, compared
with the control group, the MRT values of TS group rats show
a slight upward trend, except at 20°C AT. In addition, the MRT
values of the TS group on the 7th day were consistently higher
than those of the control group. These results appear to show
that tail suspension will promote a weak increase of rectal
temperature in rats.
Tail suspension affected the weight gain of TS group rats.
The results of our experiment are in line with those obtained in
previous studies [27].

influences of AT and tail suspension on the three physiological
parameters (MCT, MRT, MW) in rats are independent was
constructed.
As the hypothesis, the equation of tail suspension and the
three physiological parameters in rats can be obtained from
the TS group linear regression equation minus control group
linear regression equation. The principle of the
aforementioned is as shown in the equation below:
Fts(t)=Fc(t)+kt+T0(w0)→Fts(t)-Fc(t)=kt+T0(w0)

(1)

Fts(t): MCT/MRT/MW equation for tail-suspended rats;
Fc(t): theMCT/MRT/MW equations of the control rat;
K: the slope of MCT/MRT/MW and AT;
T0(w0): initialMCT/MRT/MW.
It is evident that the three slopes calculated in Table2 differ.
This is at odds with the hypothesis that AT and tail suspension
were independent to the three physiological parameters
measured. Therefore, it may be concluded that AT and tail
suspension are coupled to the three parameters in rats.
Table 2. Table of slope.
AT(°C)
kMCT
kMRT
kMW

18
0.310
0.068
−3.536

20
0.229
−0.002
−7.929

23
0.196
0.112
−6.321

26
0.211
0.12
−1.357

Note: All slopes shown are the averages of fiverats, including the validation
rat.

4.2. Analysis of the Laws Regulating the Change in Slope

4. Analysis
4.1. Factor Analysis
Previous studies did not perform a correlation analysis
between physiological parameters of rats under tail
suspension with AT. Therefore, the hypothesis that the

Taking AT as the independent variable and the slopes shown
in Table2 as the dependent variable, nonlinear curve
regressions were constructed using Origin Pro 8.0 software,
and the corresponding curve equations and graphs were
obtained (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Nonlinear curve regression of kMW, kMCT and kMRT.

The relationship between the kMCT and the AT in rats was:
kMCT=6.57169 − 0.77331t+0.03104t 2 − 0.00041t 3 R2 = 0.997

Where t represents AT (°C; range18–26°C).
The equation above can be considered to describe the
influence of AT on kMCT under pure tail suspension. Obtaining
the equation of MCT and AT on Earth (control group) allows
us to obtain the equation of MCT and AT under a
weightlessness environment (tail suspension).
The top left-hand side of Figure 4 shows the following
characteristics: 1. all KMCT values are greater than 0, that is to
say, at all the experimental ATs, the tail suspension factor

(2)

promoted the increase of chest temperature, consistent with
previous research results5,6,23, probably because the distribution
of body fluid in the head differs after tail suspension. 2. The
distribution of KMCT is not linear with AT, and the minimum
value is 0.196 when the AT reaches 23°C. With the AT rising or
decreasing, the KMCT will increase; 3. KMCT are different under
different AT; however, the increased rates of the TS group at
different AT is close to that of the MCT. This contradiction
verified that the two factors of AT and tail suspension were due
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to the coupling effects of chest temperature in rats. However,
why KMCT has such characteristics requires further research on
the underlying mechanism.
Rectal temperature is one of the main indices used to

measure the health status of rats. A temperature that is too high
or too low is indicative of poor health of the rats. Consistent
with this principle, the regression curve equation for rectal
temperature under tail suspension was calculated:

k MRT =26.8884-3.71271t+0.16912t 2 -0.00254t 3 R2=0.999
As according to the regression formula and tope right-hand
side graph of Figure 4, nearly all kMRT values are above 0 in the
range of experimental AT. When the AT is 20°C, the minimum
value of KMRT is −0.002, and the highest value of KMRT of
around 0.15 occurs at an AT of approximately 24.5°C.
From this fitting formula, KMRT changes within a certain
range; however, the changes evident in the MRT of the control
and TS groups, as evident in Figure 2, change over a smaller

range. This may not be due to the effect of tail suspension on
rat MRT, but rather due to the strong ability of the rats to resist
tail suspension and the AT interference. It is more likely that
these observations are due to the ability for physiological
adjustment by the rats to control the fluctuation of MRT in a
very small range.
Similar to Equation 3 above, the regression equation of rat
kMW and AT under tail suspension was obtained:

kMW=-0.7+(-44.5/(4.25* π / 2 )0.5 )e( −2(( t −21.2)/4.25)
The regression curve has the following characteristics: 1.
Under the influence of tail suspension, the values of the entire
regression curve were less than 0; i.e., the weights of all rats
decreased during tail suspension. However, as evident in the
right-hand side graph of Figure 3, the weights of rats in the TS
group were raised at ATs of 18°C and 26°C, indicating that the
AT and tail suspension had a coupling effect on the degree of
MW change. In addition, under different AT, the influence of
the two factors on MW differed; 2. The minimum and
maximum values of the regression curve appeared at the AT of
21°C, and the kMW reached a minimum of almost −9.
Consequently, with the increase or decrease of AT, kMW
increased, and the weight loss of rats decreased.
However, due to the lack of data, the fitting regression of
KMRT and KMW is only based on the knowledge of the author.
To obtain a clear trend, more samples and data are required. The
fitting regression of KMCT also requires further verification.
4.3. Verification
One rat was used to verify each group. On the whole, a
consistent trend was evident, although there was also a high
deviation. The highest deviation at 23°C AT was for chest
temperature of the TS group, which was−1.0°C. Figure 1
shows that the chest temperature of the control group deviated
from 1.2°C at 20°C AT, whereas the chest temperature of the
TS group validation fluctuated to −0.7°C.
Figure 2 shows that under an AT of 26°C, the rectal
temperature of the control group deviated from the maximum
temperature of −1.2°C, whereas the positive and negative
deviations of the TS group were generally within 0.6°C.
The trend of weight change was generally consistent, and
the trends of validation showed that the control and TS groups
basically fitted with experimental data.

5. Conclusion and Prospect
5.1. Conclusion
The rat tail suspension method was used to simulate

(3)

2

)

R2=0.999

(4)

microgravity, with the results compared against the control
group. The MCT, MRT and MW at 18°C, 20°C, 23°C and
26°C were studied. The following conclusions can be drawn:
(1) The influence of AT and tail suspension on the MCT,
MRT and MW of rats is a coupling relationship.
(2) The change in rectal temperature in rats is relatively
small, both in the control and TS groups. This is
probably due to the ability of rats to physiologically
adjust to control the fluctuation of MRT over a very
small range.
5.2. Prospect
In the current study, two regression equations were used to
eliminate the interference term, and the influence of TS on
MCT, MRT and MW of the rats at different ATs was obtained.
It is deduced that TS and AT are coupled to the three
physiological parameters of rats. This method can be used in
research and application of human thermal comfort under
simulated microgravity. After eliminating the interference
term equation, the data obtained under Earth gravity can
superpose the equation to obtain the values of related
physiological parameters under simulated microgravity.
To reduce the influence of the 24 h circadian rhythm, the
data collected time was concentrated over the period 8:00 am–
11:00 am every morning in the experiment. However, a more
accurate and meaningful interpretation can be obtained by
monitoring the physiological parameters of the rats in real
time. Therefore, there would be great advantage in using
advanced technology to monitor rats in real time without
interference.
In the present study, the physiological changes in rats were
tested over the first 7 days; however, the cycle of
physiological change occurring though weightlessness occurs
over a cycle that is far longer than 7 days. Therefore, the
period of study needs to be lengthened. At the same time, there
are obvious differences between rat and human bodies.
Whether the results obtained from research on rats can be
applied to humans requires further verification. However,
research of rats remains the most direct and accurate method
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available to study the human body.
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